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Abstract—Six-band RF Energy Harvester has been featured in this report which can harvest DC voltage from ambient RF signals. GSM900, GSM1800, UMTS2100, Wimax3500 and Wi-Fi (2.4 GHz and 5 GHz) have been matched. Skyworks Detector Diode SMS7630 has been used for rectification and impedance matching has been done by using lumped components of Murata [2]. Maximum conversion efficiency at -15dBm power input is 33.5% at 1800 MHz and each branch is contributing approximately 500 mV for this power input. The total simulated output power is 60uW for single tone inputs (at -15dBm input) and 120uW for dual tone inputs.

Index Terms—RF energy harvesting, Rectifier, Ambient RF signals, Matching Network

I. INTRODUCTION

Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) are of great importance these days. They are being used for various monitoring and process control applications by industry. The next step is to power them wirelessly. There are many mechanisms which can be used to develop wireless power technology for example magnetic resonance, laser-based optical power transfer and RF energy transfer. Due to long range and omnipresence RF energy transfer is a better candidate for development of such technology. There are a lot of RF signals present in environment. There are several publications about RF energy harvesting but they focus on single or dual band. If we include all the bands present in ambient environment we can harvest more energy and operate a larger number of devices by powering them wirelessly by taking DC voltage from these ambient signals. Due to this reason we chose to harvest energy from six bands.

II. SYSTEM DESIGN

A. Spectrum Analysis

To get exact bandwidth and power input level of RF signals in Pakistan we did spectrum analysis using hand held spectrum analyzer (PSA-2702) of TNT and some commercial antennas(Vert900,2450). The power input level and bandwidth of the signals in ambient environment was recorded. This study gave us design goals for rectifier and antenna of our system.

Figure 1 Spectrum of GSM

Due to limitation of space the spectrum of GSM900 band is attached only. (Fig1)

B. Rectifier Design

Rectifiers were designed for 6 bands (GSM900, GSM1800, UMTS2100, Wimax3500 and Wi-Fi (2.4 GHz and 5 GHz)) for ambient power signals. Since rectifier is a non-linear circuit so its impedance depends on input power and frequency its impedance matching in six bands was a challenge. LC matching networks were used to match impedance for a power range of -10dBm to -35dBm. LPQ03TN and GRM1555 series of MURATA chip components were used. Their models were imported in ADS and circuits were designed and optimized. Diode used for rectification is SMS7630 by Skyworks Technologies. Response of some of our rectifiers is shown in Fig2. It is evident from the responses that rectifiers are matched for the desired bands.
At -15 dBm input power almost 500mV are harvested by each rectifier with a RF to DC conversion efficiency of 35%. In terms of power each branch can harvest 10uW of power from a tone input of -15dBm as shown in Fig3. If we combine the overall 6 branches and compute output power by exciting each branch by a tone at -15dBm we would be able to generate 60uW of power combined at output(Fig3). Dual tone inputs will approximately double the output of the system (120uW).

D. Antenna Design
A log periodic hex band antenna inspired by [1] is designed to receive ambient RF signals from required bands. S11 and gain of the antenna is in optimization phase so that it can receive signals from 3.5GHz and 5GHz band. Fig5 shows the simulated S11(dB) of the antenna for different bands.

III. PERFORMANCE COMPARISON
The following table summarizes the comparison of performance of this work with some other related publications.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ref</th>
<th>Bands [Freq(GHz)]</th>
<th>Output Power (uW)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[3]</td>
<td>2 (1.8,2.1)</td>
<td>28(measured)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[4]</td>
<td>4 (0.9,1.8,2.1,2.4)</td>
<td>15 (measured)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[5]</td>
<td>5 (0.55,0.75,0.95,1.8,2.1,2.4)</td>
<td>96(measured)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This Work</td>
<td>(0.9,1.8,2.1,2.4,3.55)</td>
<td>120 (simulated)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV. CURRENT STATUS OF THE PROJECT
Design of the entire system is ready. Layout has been fabricated. Components have been ordered and are in process of custom clearance. We shall start the measurements as soon as components will be available to us.
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